Brianna Binnebose

Brianna Binnebose joined the Board in 2019, originally as an At-Large member, but was later appointed as the District 5 representative for the Liberty Wells, Central City, and Ballpark neighborhoods. After a spring break ski trip from Wisconsin to Little Cottonwood Canyon in 2005, the powder and the views convinced her to give Utah a try. She is a Communications Consultant and earned a Master’s Degree in Public Policy from the University of Utah and has been involved in public involvement and planning for nearly a decade. She has previously worked for the Utah Division of Forestry, Fire, and State Lands, and led the development of the first wildfire prevention and preparedness plan developed for Salt Lake City. She is a frequent visitor to Liberty Park and you can often find her there running her dogs. Her interest in the PNUT Board stems from her previous experience in resource management and passion for making both our urban and open space public parks and lands accessible for all users of all abilities.